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                 Two Job Offers                Two Job Offers

                 Two Job Offers Assume that you have to make a decision between two job offers that have comparable job assignments, nearly identical benefits packages, similar work environments, same advancement opportunities, and otherwise very similar. The major difference is in the pay structure: Job Offer A Job Offer B Base salary: $27,000 Average incentive last year: 10,000 $37,000 (range for incentive last year: $4,000 - $15,500) Base salary: $34,000 No pay-for-performance component Questions  Would you choose Job Offer A or Job Offer B?  If you chose Job Offer A, what was your most compelling reason for choosing the job offer with a pay-for-performance component?  If you chose Job Offer B, identify the main reason for doing so. 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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